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What Are We Doing? 

Process Machine Company produce machines of precious metal recycling and refi-

ning. With  Process Machine Company you can do business which listed below 

 E-waste Recycling And Refining Systems 

 Catalytic Converter Refining and Recovery System 

 Precious Metal Refining From Mine 

 Rare Metals Recovery and Refining 

 Refining Of Jewellery Materials 

 Waste Chemical Liquid Neutralization Systems 

 Spare Parts Of Jewellery 

 

 

Who Are We? 

We work and make benefit design with our factories we cooperate for incoming 

demand from our customers. Process Machine Company and that factories have 

professional substructure and working together are able to provide a turn-key clo-

se loop process which includes recovery and refining of all precious metals like 

gold, silver, platinum group metals from E-Scrap, Catalytic Converter, Jeweller, and 

Mine.  

Recover Precious Metal From   Waste Electronic Without Loss! 

Process Machine Company present permanent solutions to the clients. Most of the 

recycling plant can lose Cu and Au during physical process of E-Waste. 

With Process Machine Company’s systems, you can catch all of them. Without loss 

and take more profit! 
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Completed Projects 

Process Machine Company completed 4 projects in E-Waste, Jeweller and Mining Fi-

elds. On the other hand, Process Machine Company in business of cooling and comple-

ted more than 30 project in the cooling area.  

 

 Serbia (Rubin Recycling Company) 

 Niger (Precious Metal Mining Co.)  

 Asia– Myanmar (Mining) 

 Asia-Vietnam (Catalytic Conv. Refining) 

 Iran (E-Waste and Catalytic Conv.) 

 Pakistan (E-Waste) 

 Israel (Silver Refining and Tantalum Recovery Process and Systems) 

 

On-going Projetcs 

 Cat Converter Recycling and Refining (Mexico) 

 Tantalum Recovery and Refining System (Tanzania) 

 E-Waste Recycling and Refining System (South Africa) 

 Cobalt and Molybdenum Recovery System From Spent Catalyst (Romania) 

 

  Recycling your  
electronic waste 
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Rare Metals Recycling 

Proses Makina’s has permanent solutions for all kind of metal recovery. Rare and rare 

earth metals and their compounds have a unique set of physical and chemical proper-

ties and are widely used in instrument making, mechanical engineering and metallurgy, 

nuclear energy, electronics, optics, chemical and glass industries, producing various 

phosphors, as well as in agriculture and medicine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two of this metals, Tantalum and Niobium. Process Machine Company can provide so-

lutions to the client in the recycling and refining of those metals.  

Shredder for rock or scrap metals, milling equipment for obtaining the special size and 

high efficiency, closed loop leaching systems for disposing of impurities, vacuum arc 

remelting systems, melting systems, smelting systems etc.  

After purification process can produce tantalum products such as tantalum sheet, tan-

talum tube, tantalum rod, materials for condensers (for nuclear energy plant) etc. 
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Tantalum and Niobium Simple Flow Chart 

Tantalum and Niobium metals are very high-strength and important material for many 

industries such as aircraft production companies, gas and vapour turbines companies 

and others. Because of these, this two metals should recover from any source. Our 

company present permanent solutions for Scrap Tantalum-Niobium and Mining Source 

Tantalum-Niobium. There are important stages includes this process; Leaching, Con-

centration-Separation, Reduction.  

During LEACHING PROCESS (before, during and after ) should remove impurities. If the 

source is ore, impurities will be radioactive materials such as Uranium. For scrap mate-

rials, other metals will understand as an impurity.  

CONCENTRATION-SEPARATION step: On this step, our chemicals will solve rare metals 

and metals will go to the solution as ions. The precipitating process must apply on this 

point and will sediment step by step for obtaining pure metals.  

REDUCTION process input will come from chemical operations. The obtained metal 

powder feed to reduction process. Because after sedimentation rare metals will be in 

oxide form. For removing oxygen, the reduction process is most sensitive.  
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Chemıcal Leachıng Unit 

Our company has 2 different recycling and refining method for Tantalum and Niobium. For both 

methods, the chemical operation should be under control for each reaction and steps. Therefo-

re, leaching unit is rigged with level and pressure control switch, pH control switch, temperatu-

re and speed control switch.  
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Chemical Operation Unit and Reactor 

The chemical operation also must be under control for each step. We mentioned 2 

different processes for Tantalum and Niobium. Before starting any process design we 

are making laboratory tests for choice process flow chart and method. If our process 

Works the chemical process will be easy than the traditional method. But can be any 

process (first or second way) chemical operation unit should has process cross control 

equipment for checking during feeding the material, operation and after operation 

(discharge) 
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Process Inputs  

Tantalum and Niobium are found together in an ore. 

 

 

 

 

 

Another scrap tantalum materials can feed and process in our processes. Scrap material 

can process 2 different ways. According to the material, our company make a design to 

reach high efficiency.  

 

 

 

Tantalum, Niobium, Cobalt, Molybdenum, 

Indium, Iridium or other rare metals can 

recover from any source! 
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Products 

For this kind of recycling process, input can be scrap or ore. End of the process, our 

company can obtain a solution of metals, concentrated metals, oxide or pure metal 

powder or metallic materials. The powder form output can sell directly or make a pro-

cess for producing rod, cable, turbine auxiliary equipment etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tantalum (Oxide Form) Tantalum (Capacitor Grade) 

Tantalum Nıobıum Carbide 
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